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Oracle E-business Suite R-12.1.1 –Redhat Linux Installation, preparation of Linux for EBS R12-1.1 

By: Kashif Manzoor 

Email: kashifkamyana@hotmail.com 

 

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error-

free. If you find any errors, please report them to us in writing at info@oraerp.com 

The theme is Upload, Share & Discuss, The ORAERP Oracle Documents (Tutorials), a forum allows 

members to share files with other users - your own groups, or make files public and viewable by all - 

documents, white papers, case studies and images. Discover and review new files, discuss them on-line 

and send a personal message to the owner or author.  

Use of Materials 

ORAERP.com is offering free of charge services only to promote Oracle Technology. You may 

download, store, display on your computer, view, listen to, play and print Materials that oraerp.com 

publishes on the Site or makes available for download through the Site subject to the following: (a) the 

Materials may be used solely for your personal, informational, noncommercial purposes; (b) the 

Materials may not be modified or altered in any way; (c) the Materials may not be redistributed; and (d) 

the material may have the respective writer/vendor/company right and are only to share with the oracle 

consultants. 

Force Majeure 

You agree that oraerp.com shall not be liable for any and all losses, (including loss of data) damages, 

costs, claims and other liabilities which arise as a result of any delay or interruption in, or any non-

delivery, or missed delivery or failure of the Equipment and/or Services due to circumstances beyond 

our or any of our suppliers' reasonable control (including, but not limited to, fire, lightning, explosion, 

war, disorder, flood, industrial dispute, sabotage, weather conditions or acts of local or central 

Government or other competent authorities). 

Disclaimer 

ORAERP.com has made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information contained within the 

Community Forum is up to date and accurate. The Oracle Document (tutorials) provided here are "as-

is"; ORAERP.com disclaims all express and implied warranties, including, the implied warranties of 

merchantability or fitness for a particular use. ORAERP.com shall not be liable for any damages, 

including, direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages for loss of profits, revenue, data 

or data use, incurred by you or any third party in connection with the use of these materials 

The forum may include links to third party Internet websites which are controlled and maintained by 

others. These links are included solely for the convenience of users and do not constitute any 

endorsement by ORAERP.com of the sites linked or referred to, nor does ORAERP.com have any 

control over the content of any such sites. There is no guarantee that the Site will be free from infection 

by viruses or anything else that may be deemed harmful or destructive. 

 

© Copyright oraerp.com is not affiliated to Oracle Corporation. To visit Oracle Corporation go to 

www.oracle.com 
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Send Us Your Comments 

Oracle E-business Suite R-12.1.1 – Redhat Linux Installation with pre-requisite for 

Installation of Oracle EBS R12.1.1 

ORAERP.com welcomes oracle professionals' comments and suggestions on the quality and usefulness 

of this document. 

Your feedback is important, and helps us to improve this document. If you find any errors or have any 

other suggestions for improvement, then please let us know on info@oraerp.com 

Our goal is ‘More You Share More You Learn’. 

 

“The larger the island of knowledge, the longer the shoreline of wonder” 

 

Clever things to say on any oracle subject, browse, search, enjoy the thoughts, inspiration, and beauty 

of Oracle technology world! www.oraerp.com 

 

In the life of an Oracle Professional, Knowledge only increases if shared with others. This free forum 

site is created with the same objective of providing a common knowledge platform for all the Oracle 

consultants to come together and share their knowledge and experiences. 

This site is a complete Portal for Oracle ERP consultants. Whether you are a Functional or a Technical 

Apps Consultant/Developer or a Project Manager or a Business Analyst or a DBA, you will surely find 

things that interest you. 

 

This document is to facilitate the user to install Redhat Installation 5.6 on VMware for getting 

ready to install Oracle eBusiness suite R12.1.1. 

 

About Oracle 

Oracle engineers hardware and software to work together. For more information about Oracle 

(NASDAQ:ORCL), visit www.oracle.com 

About Red Hat 

Red Hat, the world's leading open source and Linux provider. For more information about Red Hat, 

visit www.redhat.com 

mailto:info@oraerp.com
http://www.oraerp.com/
http://www.oracle.com/
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1. Red Hat Installation 

 

RedHat Linux 5.6 Installation is done on Laptop with following specs available with 

us: 

 

HP Laptop Pavilion dv6 

HDD: 600 

RAM: 6GB 

Host OS: Windows 7 

Guest OS: Redhat Linux 5.6 

VMware Workstation 8 

 

Assumptions: 

Installation of VMware workstation and Creation of VMware is already completed 

Redhat Linux 5.6 iso image or DVD media is available 

 

Disk Space Requirements for Oracle eBusiness Suite R12.1.1, as at this point of 

time you should be very clear what space required so that accordingly we can create 

mount points in Linux. 

 

Fresh Installation: 

Applications tier/node files system: 35GB 

Database tier/node files system: 55GB 

Total Capacity of HD Size: 90GB 

 

Vision Installation: 

Applications tier/node files system: 35GB 

Database tier/node files system: 208GB 

Total Capacity of HD Size: 243GB 
 

The database node disk space requirements for both the production database and the 

Vision Demo database include database files (.dbf) and the 11gR1 database Oracle 

Home. 

Reference: CPU, Memory, Disk Space Requirement (Page 23) 

 

1-In Virtual machine setting chose option – Use ISO Image File and brows to 

location of your installer image and select, 

Press OK 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B53825_04/current/acrobat/121oaig.pdf
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2-Select ‘Power on the This Virtual Machine’ 

 

 

 
3-To Install in Graphical mode, please chose 1

st
 option and press the ENTER key 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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4-The installer will offer you if you want to check the DVD media before installation. 

If you already tested media or iso image you can press the "tab" key to move focus to 

the "Skip" key, then press the "Enter" key to continue 

 

 
5-First page of the Installation wizard, Press NEXT 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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The Welcome screen does not prompt you for any input. From this screen you can 

access the Release Notes for Red Hat Enterprise Linux by clicking on the Release 

Notes button. 

 
  

 
6-Select the Language that will be used during the installation, we will choose English 

but you can select your appropriate language and press Next 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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7-Select keyboard type, we will choose US English and press NEXT 
 

To change your keyboard layout type after you have completed the installation, use 

the Keyboard Configuration Tool. 

Type the system-config-keyboard command in a shell prompt to launch the 

Keyboard Configuration Tool. 
 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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8-In this step to put your installation number. You may skip entering this number if 

you don't have one.  
This number will determine the package selection set that is available to the installer. 

If you choose to skip entering the installation number you will be presented with a 

basic selection of packages to install later on. 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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9-Choose Yes option to proceed for partitioning 
 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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Partitioning allows you to divide your hard drive into isolated sections, where each 

section behaves as its own hard drive.   

 

 
10-We will choose "Create custom layout" and create the partitions as we need on the 

disk based on the space requirement for installation of Oracle eBusiness Suite R12.1.1 
 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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11-Here this will show all free space of the disk allocated for VMware. Click "New" 

to create a partition 

 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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Mount Point: Enter the partition's mount point. For example, if this partition should 

be the root partition, enter /; enter /boot for the /boot partition, and so on. You can 

also use the pull-down menu to choose the correct mount point for your partition. For 

a swap partition the mount point should not be set - setting the filesystem type to swap 

is sufficient. 

File System Type: Using the pull-down menu, select the appropriate file system type 

for this partition. Usually we will choose default file system. 

Allowable Drives: This field contains a list of the hard disks installed on your system. 

If a hard disk's box is highlighted, then a desired partition can be created on that hard 

disk. 

Size (MB): Enter the size (in megabytes) of the partition. Note, this field starts with 

100 MB; unless changed, only a 100 MB partition will be created. 

Additional Size Options: Choose whether to keep this partition at a fixed size, to 

allow it to "grow" (fill up the available hard drive space) to a certain point, or to allow 

it to grow to fill any remaining hard drive space available. 

If you choose Fill all space up to (MB), you must give size constraints in the field to 

the right of this option. This allows you to keep a certain amount of space free on your 

hard drive for future use. 

Force to be a primary partition: Select whether the partition you are creating should 

be one of the first four partitions on the hard drive. If unselected, the partition is 

created as a logical partition Encrypt: Choose whether to encrypt the partition so that 

the data stored on it cannot be accessed without a passphrase, even if the storage 

device is connected to another system 

OK: Select OK once you are satisfied with the settings and wish to create the 

partition 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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12-A root partition (3.0 GB - 5.0 GB) — this is where "/" (the root directory) is 

located. In this setup, all files (except those stored in /boot) are on the root partition. 

A 3.0 GB partition allows you to install a minimal installation, while a 5.0 GB root 

partition lets you perform a full installation, choosing all package groups. 

 

In this installation we have chooses 8GB space of the disk. 
 

 

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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13-A /boot/ partition (250 MB) — the partition mounted on /boot/ contains the 

operating system kernel (which allows your system to boot Red Hat Enterprise 

Linux), along with files used during the bootstrap process. Due to limitations, creating 

a native ext3 partition to hold these files is required. 

For most users, a 250 MB boot partition is sufficient 

 

For this installation we have chooses partition size 600m.  

 

http://www.oraerp.com/
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14- A swap partition (at least 256 MB) — swap partitions are used to support virtual 

memory. In other words, data is written to a swap partition when there is not enough 

RAM to store the data your system is processing. 

 

In years past, the recommended amount of swap space increased linearly with the 

amount of RAM in the system. But because the amount of memory in modern systems 

has increased into the hundreds of gigabytes, it is now recognized that the amount of 

swap space that a system needs is a function of the memory workload running on that 

system.  

 

However, given that swap space is usually designated at install time, and that it can be 

difficult to determine beforehand the memory workload of a system, Red Hat 

recommend determining system swap using the following table. For further details 

check on redhat.com 

 

Recommended System Swap Space 

 

Amount of RAM in the System Recommended Amount of Swap Space 

4GB of RAM or less a minimum of 2GB of swap space 

4GB to 16GB of RAM a minimum of 4GB of swap space 

16GB to 64GB of RAM a minimum of 8GB of swap space 

64GB to 256GB of RAM a minimum of 16GB of swap space 

256GB to 512GB of RAM a minimum of 32GB of swap space 
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